mix & match
urban spirit
The spirit of the modern metropolis and the city skyline print onto the new CITY collection.
Always in motion, the city has the constant urge for evolution.
Inspired by the contemporary world, Garnier-Thiebaut offers a refined and elegant
interpretation of the building blocks of modernity in harmony with your home.
The combination of neutral colors reminds of the nuances of the urban landscape.
Shapes reflect the straight walls and the tangle of streets.
The ORIGAMI, PUZZLE and KAMI patterns present the image of artistic paving blocks
you will see on the squares and sidewalks, in shades of beige and zinc. The tin color yarn,
used in all designs, helps achieve the perfect combination between the two colors.
Be your own designer. Mix and match these fabrics to bring out the best contemporary
look for your unique home.
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city

origami
Graphic pattern inspired
by the traditional houndstooth check,
it’s also reminiscent of the Japanese
art of paper folding, origami, where
it takes its name.

THE CITY collection
100% cotton damask, and treated with the exclusive stain resistant Green Sweet
(except towels, aprons and cushions).
Available in three designs and two colors: beige and zinc; also available in fabric
by the inch for custom products.

kami

Tablecloths: nicely finished with mitred corners.
Towels: small finished stitched hems.
Aprons: right side pocket, buttonhole closure, zinc color.
Cushion Cover: Front: zinc color patterning ORIGAMI, or PUZZLE or KAMI – Back: plain tin color discreet zip closure.

Kami means paper in Japanese;
folded to resemble little hens
the shapes create a swirl
of organized turbulence.

puzzle
Like the pieces of a puzzle,
geometric patterns endlessly
repeat and allow
all possible combinations!

